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INTRODUCTION

• The cybersecurity team at Boeing has tasked the UW ENGINE team to develop a cybersecurity threat detection, identification, and mitigation algorithm to assist engineers and airline personnel in dealing with cybersecurity threats.
• The UW ENGINE team was also tasked with researching and designing an embedded device to generate log files on aircraft devices to normalize and generate log files for devices that are not utilizing Boeing's standards.

TECHNOLOGY STACK and Tools

• Developed the backend using Flask and leveraged Echarts for interactive data visualization on the front-end.
• Implemented Firebase as the database solution for handling user authentication.
• Developed a Flask Cache mechanism aimed at enhancing the browsing speed of voluminous log files.
• Utilized Pandas to preprocess raw log files and applied clustering algorithms from scikit-learn for log analysis purposes.
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USE CASES

Use Case 2: Cyber Event Response and Mitigation
• Log Data Analysis Algorithm Design, Log Anomaly Response Design, Analyzed Data Results Visualization, (Algorithm Design).
• Draft User Interface, Functions Regards the Algorithm, Optimize Presentation Methods (Webpage Creation).

Use Case 1: Security Event Classification
• Aircraft Control Domain
• Airline Information Services Domain
• Passenger Information and Entertainment Services Domain

IMPLEMENTATION

Back-End:
• Gaussian Mixture Model is used to group episodes into different groups
• Silhouette score is used to get the best clustering numbers for different datasets.

Front-End:
• Designed different pages for different datasets (dataload, firewall, staging)
• Implemented interactive charts using JavaScript
• Implemented user login function with user email verification for security
• Optimized backend analysis for efficient website performance

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

• The website will need further improvements on portability and overall usability, with an emphasis on data interaction and design.
• Adding more information that can be useful in threat mitigation as well as possible solutions can further improve website function and use.
• Additional research as well as the design, implementation, and prototyping of the embedded device will also need to be done to satisfy Boeing’s needs.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the project has been a significant milestone in enhancing the security and protection of aircraft systems. Through the implementation of advanced log analysis algorithms and machine learning techniques, we have successfully built an automated process that detects cybersecurity events in real-time. Working closely with industry professionals from Boeing and receiving guidance from our academic advisors, we have gained valuable insights into the practical challenges and considerations in the field of aircraft cybersecurity. Our project findings and results have been well-received, demonstrating the effectiveness and value of our automated cybersecurity event detection system.
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